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Why measure the top mass?
●  The top mass enters 
quadratically in loop 
corrections to the W mass.
● Provides strong constraints 
on internal consistency for 
the Standard Model.
● High mass reference candle 
for the LHC experiments 
during start-up.
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Current status of the top mass
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Default object definitions in 
ATLAS and CMS




 > 25 (20 dilepton) GeV
● || < 2.5




 > 20 GeV
● || < 2.5




>7 GeV, seed 1 GeV)
● Jet E
T
 > 20 GeV, || < 2.5
Transverse missing energy





 > 20 GeV
● || < 2.5






 > 20 GeV
● || < 2.4
● Isolation cone 0.2 < 2 GeV
Jets
● Cone(R<0.5, seed 1 GeV)
● Jet E
T
 > 20 GeV, || < 2.5
Transverse missing energy
● MET > 40 GeV
CMS
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Top mass reconstruction
● “Golden channel” ttlbbqq+X
✔ High branching ratio
✔ Event over constrained
● Dileptons ttllbb+X
✔ Low backgrounds
➔ Low branching ratio
➔ Not fully constrained
● Fully hadronic ttqqqqbb+X
✔ Event fully reconstructed
➔ Huge QCD and combinatorial backgrounds
● “Pure leptons” ttlJ/Psi(l+l-)+X
✔ Low systematic uncertainties from jet energy scale
➔ Very small branching ratio, around 5.5*10-4
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“Golden channel” ttlbbqq+X
Preselection
●  1 lepton
●  MET
●   4 jets E
T
 > 40 GeV
●  2 b-tagged jets
●  In-situ light  jet 
calibration using W 
mass.
Selection
●  Fit had. M
W 
±2 (2 min. 













) > 200 GeV
●  M(lep,b
lep









● -  . b jet min R(W,b-jet)
Mass fit
●  Fit had. top to 
Gauss+polynomial
Selection: ATLAS example
* indicates the top rest frame









) > 200 GeV
 M(lep,b
lep
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“Golden channel” ttlbbqq+X











 ~ 1 GeV for 1 fb-1
(assuming 1% JES)
Geo. method
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“Golden channel” ttlbbqq+X
Mass fit no b-tag: ATLAS example










Background shape constrained 
from data using event mixing to 
simulate candidate jet-jet 
combinations to form a W.





● 2 b-tagged jets
● Z mass veto
Selection: CMS example
Mass reconstruction
●  The event is under constrained 
so assume top mass and 
longitudinal direction of the 
neutrinos.
●  Solve system analytically
●  Step in top mass 100-300 GeV 
and weight event solutions 
according to the MET 
measurement and expected 
neutrino distributions.
●  Pick most likely top mass 
Dilepton mass 
before b-tag
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“Dileptons” ttllbb+X
Mass fit: CMS example
1 fb-1
Mass spectrum 





 ~ 4.5 GeV for < 1 fb-1
M
top
 ~ 1.2 GeV for 10 fb-1
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“All hadronic” ttqqqqbb+X
Selection
● 2 b-tagged jets
● 2 leading jets E
T
 100-300 GeV
● Jet pairing likelihood
✔ Average W mass
✔ Difference W mass
✔ Sum inter jet angles W
✔ Difference top mass




 softest top jet
✔ W mass
✔ Top inter jet angles
Selection: CMS example
Select the most likely top:
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“All hadronic” ttqqqqbb+X




 ~ 4.2 GeV for 1 fb-1
1 fb-1 Mass spectrum 
for most likely 
top








●  1 lepton
●  2 same flavor opposite charged 
non-isolated low momentum 
leptons
●  J/ mass constraint
●  MET
●  2 b-tagged jets
●  Scalar jet E
T
 sum > 100 GeV for 
single leptons.
●  Z-veto for dileptons.
Selection: CMS example
➔ Very small 
branching ratio, 
around 5.5*10-4
➔ Mass indirect 
using MC
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tt( /J )l+X
Mass reconstruction: CMS example
● Combine J/ with leading lepton
● Fit peak using polynomial




 ~ 2 GeV after 20 fb-1(!)
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Conclusions
● We expect with current simulations that the 
top mass can be measured with high accuracy 
using 1 fb-1 of data, typically the uncertainty is 
around 1 GeV for a JES within 1%.
● For data commisioning without b-tag we expect 
a mass accuracy of 3.5 GeV assuming an initial 
JES uncertanty of 5%.
● Good consistency can be validated between 
channels already at low integrated luminosity.
● At higher luminosities independent mass 
measurements can be made which are less 
sensitive to jet modelling. One such example is 
tt( /)J l
